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the trusting person." (Obstinate misplaced trust, he adds, " ruined Hercules,
who, despite warnings, refused to suspect his evil servant Poliperchon, and so
was murdered by him.")
The most reasonable course for the Queen is on the one hand to relent as to
the rigour of the Oath; and " on the other side, by disabling your unsound subjects,
you shall neither execute any but very traitors.'*
The foreign " enemies which may prove either able or willing to hurt you "
are Scotland, for pretensions and proximity; and Spain, for religion and power.
The King of France might be a friend; for though disagreeing " in matters
of conscience and religion " yet he "feareth the greatness of Spain " and therefore
might "hope by your Majesty's friendship to secure himself against so potent an
adversary."
Even supposing the King of France not to be at heart well affected to
England, he has shown the world " that he loves his ease much better than
victories;" So he is "neither loved nor feared of his people; and the people
themselves being of a very light and inconstant disposition, . . . undisciplined how
to do their duties either in war or peace, they are ready to begin and undertake any
enterprise " without consideration, " and yet weary or it before it be well begun."
And they are torn not only by the division of " Huguenots and Papists," but of the
Montmorencies and Guises; and the populace " being oppressed by all, do hate
all."
Burghley advises " reasonable favour " and support to the King of Navarre. As
to the French King, either make a " good alliance " with him against Spain the
common enemy, "or at least so muzzle him as that he shall have little power to
bite you!'
In Scotland Her Majesty should have her own party among the nobles, and
keep King James too busy at home to be troublesome abroad. But it is " Spain,
yea Spain " In which ff all causes do concur to give a just alarm"
There follows a summary which can never have been read by Corbett or any
of the modern English historians who have echoed each other in depicting Burghley
as servile to King Philip and hostile to Drake.
The Pope and the King of Spain—though differing on minor issues—are to
be reckoned as one in their intentions about England: " Whatever the mind of
Pope Gregory, and the power of King Philip mil or can compass or bring upon
us ", Is to be anticipated: the King of Spain being " a Prince whose closet hath
brought forth greater victories than all his father's journies" in war. (When we
recall the Emperor Charles's exploits, this is a very high tribute.)
King Philip's power arises from " absolutely ruling his subjects, a people
all one-hearted in religion; constant, ambitious, politic and valiant; and, which
of all I like worst, greatly beloved among all the discontented party of your

